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Abstract
We aimed to develop a questionnaire that assesses the impact of pelvic pain on women, regardless of diagnosis, that has high utility,
sound psychometric performance, easy scoring, and high reliability. Two studies, with 3 separate cohorts, were undertaken. Both
studies were completed online. Studies included women with self-reported pelvic pain. Women were eligible to participate
regardless of whether their pelvic pain was undiagnosed, self-diagnosed, or diagnosed by a clinician. Study 1 used a 3-round
“patient-as-expert” Delphi technique. These rounds defined the 10 aspects of life with the self-reported greatest impact on the lives
of women with pelvic pain, which formed the questionnaire. Study 2 used Rasch analysis to assess the psychometric properties of
the resultant 10-item questionnaire. To assess its reliability, a subgroup completed the questionnaire 3 times over a 3-week period.
In study 1, 443 women with pelvic pain participated. The resultant 10-item questionnaire consisted of 8 Likert questions and
2 supplemental, nonscored questions. In study 2, 1203 women with pelvic pain completed the questionnaire. Rasch analysis
showed that the questionnaire targeted the pelvic pain population well, had appropriate Likert categories, constituted
a unidimensional scale, and showed internal consistency. Twenty-seven women with pelvic pain completed the reliability trial.
Test–retest reliability was high (intraclass correlation coefficient 0.91, P , 0.001). The resultant Pelvic Pain Impact Questionnaire
assesses the life impact of pelvic pain. It uses patient-generated language, is easily administered and scored, has very strong
psychometric properties, and it is suitable for research and clinical settings across primary, secondary, and tertiary care.
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1. Introduction
Pelvic pain is very common in women—up to 1 in 4 women have
persistent pelvic pain,43,44 and almost every woman has
experienced pain during menstruation (dysmenorrhoea).23
Diagnosis of pelvic pain varies between clinicians, and between
clinical and research settings, in part because the mechanisms
underlying pelvic pain vary and are often not well understood, and
because many women have multiple conditions. Not surprisingly,
the highest treatment priority for pelvic pain is usually pain relief.38
However, recent assertions that it is the impact of pain on one’s
physical, social, and psychological well-being that requires better
assessment3 adds weight to established recommendations to
better assess the impact of pelvic pain on sufferers as part of
primary care.8 Indeed, the strong negative association between
pain intensity and quality of life in people with pelvic pain is
attributed to its impact on meaningful activities, relationships, and
intimacy.24,28
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Currently, there is no recognised method of assessing pelvic pain
impact. Clinical tests generally focus on physiological problems but
correlate poorly with a patient’s well-being and level of function.19
Health-related quality of life tools encompass some aspects of
impact22 but are time-consuming to complete and score, and do
not touch on pelvic pain-specific areas of impact, such as intimacy.
Health-related quality of life tools specific for pelvic pain conditions
are available but they too are often too time-consuming for primary
care (eg, Endometriosis Health Profile [EHP]-30).16 More importantly, such tools rely on accurate diagnosis, which is problematic,
and require the patient to have only 1 pelvic pain condition, which is
rarely the case.20 For example, women with endometriosis
commonly have comorbid diagnoses and symptoms of dysmenorrhoea,27 painful ovulation,12 and bladder pain syndrome34. Remarkably, consumers themselves seem to have been excluded in
the development of these condition-specific questionnaires.6,10
That patients and clinicians have distinctly different views on what
determines quality of life5,15 points to the importance of considering
the patient’s perspective in assessment development.
Pelvic pain is associated with unique areas of impact on life.
Grace and Zondervan17,18 identified pelvic pain–specific aspects
of impact including problems with sitting, limitations in social
activities, limitations in sexual activities and intimacy, and
limitations on their interaction with their physical and social
environment (including family). These studies, however, failed to
produce a clinical tool that could investigate and measure these
areas of impact. We aimed to fill this substantial gap in the
literature by developing a questionnaire for assessing the impact
of pelvic pain in women. Our objectives were to prioritise the
patient’s perspective on impact rather than the clinician or
researcher’s, to ensure that the questionnaire was easy to
www.painjournalonline.com
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understand, use, and score, and was not too burdensome for use
in primary care. We then set out to fully interrogate its
psychometric properties.

2. Materials and methods
We undertook 2 studies involving 3 separate cohorts of women
with pelvic pain. All participants were directed to the studies
through word of mouth, clinicians, or online methods (Appendix 1,
available online at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/A367). Women were
included in the study, whether their pelvic pain was undiagnosed,
self-diagnosed, or diagnosed by a clinician. Participants were
excluded if they reported not having pelvic pain. Pelvic pain was
defined using the International Association for the Study of Pain
definition: pain perceived in structures related to the pelvis of
women,30 including the lower abdomen, pelvis, vulva, anus, or
sacral regions. Each participant provided informed consent and
the studies were approved by the University of South Australia
Human Research Ethics Committee.
2.1. Study 1: development of the Pelvic Pain
Impact Questionnaire
We used a patient-as-expert eDelphi technique to develop the
Pelvic Pain Impact Questionnaire (PPIQ) (Appendix 1, available
online at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/A367). There were 3 rounds
(Appendix 2, available online at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/
A367). For the first round, we developed a bank of 52 statements
across 9 subdivisions (daily activities, leisure activities, working
life, self-care, sleep, energy, appetite, mood, and spiritual life)
(Appendix 3, available online at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/
A367). These statements and subdivisions were based on the
basis of published literature1,16,17,21,22,28,31 and discussions with
experts in the pelvic pain field. Participants checked the box next
to the statements that they felt applied to their lives. There was
also an open-response option that enabled participants to
nominate additional aspects of their lives that were not reflected
in the statements.
The results from the first round of the eDelphi were reviewed,
and a list of the 25 most common aspects of life that are impacted
by women’s pelvic pain was generated (Appendix 4, available
online at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/A367). Statements that were
not ticked by any participant in round 1 were rejected. Some of
the related statements were collated to cover an aspect of life; for
example, all sport-related statements were collated into 1 sports
statement that included a list of examples. For rounds 2 and 3 of
the survey, we used a 100-point allocation approach to weight
the statements (Appendix 4, available online at http://links.lww.
com/PAIN/A367). The top 10 aspects obtained in round 3 formed
the PPIQ.
Each included aspect was added to the sentence structure
“In the past month, how much has your pelvic pain affected…”
to form questions. A 5-question Likert scale with the following
categories was attached to each question: “Not at all” (0); “A
little bit” (1); “Somewhat” (2); “Quite a bit” (3); and “A great
deal” (4). The Likert category labels of each question were
presented without numbers for clarity and to avoid patients
confusing the scale with a pain numerical rating scale. This
scale was chosen as it has demonstrated utility in quality of life
questionnaires11 and is easy for participants to understand.
The month time frame was used based on other impact
questionnaires and that some pelvic pains fluctuate greatly
over the menstrual cycle.35

2.2. Study 2: psychometric assessment of the Pelvic Pain
Impact Questionnaire
In stage 1 of study 2, the PPIQ was administered to a second
cohort of women with pelvic pain and the following demographic
data were collected: diagnosis/diagnoses, age, and duration of
pelvic pain. Rasch analysis was used to assess the functioning of
the questionnaire. In stage 2, the PPIQ was then administered to
a third cohort of women with pelvic pain and the following
demographic data were also collected: diagnosis or diagnoses
and treatments or medications accessed during administration
stage. Participants were required to complete the PPIQ on the
same day and at the same time of day once per week for 3
consecutive weeks. Intraclass correlations were used to assess
the test–retest reliability of the PPIQ over the 3 weeks.
2.2.1. Rasch analysis
We used Rasch analysis to determine the psychometric properties
of the PPIQ. Rasch analysis is based on a probabilistic model that
uses the level of endorsement of questions to investigate the
integrity of the questionnaire. Participants are said to have
“endorsed” a question if they have selected a response of 1 or
above on a question. We used Rasch analysis to assess whether 2
main assumptions were met: first, that a participant who is greatly
impacted by pelvic pain will have a greater probability of endorsing
any PPIQ question than a participant who is less impacted; and
second, that the probability of any participants endorsing a question
indicative of high impact is less than that of any participant endorsing
a question indicative of lower impact. Rasch analysis assesses
whether the tool targets the sample appropriately, whether it forms
a unidimensional scale, and whether scores can be used as an
interval level measurement. For more detail on the Rasch analysis
see Appendix 1 (available online at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/
A367). For a comprehensive overview see Bond and Fox (2013).7
Unidimensionality was assessed by a principal components
analysis of residuals and an analysis of the question outfit and infit
statistics was. Outfit (outlier-sensitive) statistics are more sensitive
to unexpected behavior by participants on questions far from the
participant’s measure level, and infit (information-weighted)
statistics are more sensitive to unexpected behavior affecting
responses to items near the participant’s measure level.25
Internal consistency of the PPIQ was assessed by the person
reliability index, the Rasch equivalent of Cronbach alpha. We
determined, a priori, that values above 0.7 and 0.85 would be
used to indicate the appropriateness of the scale for group and
individual use, respectively.39 Bias was assessed using a Mantel
chi-squared test. Question bias occurs when characteristics
other than the variable of interest change the functioning of the
scale (ie, 2 persons for whom pelvic pain has a similar true impact
endorse a question differently because of some other characteristic). We assessed whether the participant’s age (#35, .35
years); duration of symptoms (0-12 months, .12 months); or
diagnosis biased the functioning of the scale. If bias was apparent
in a small subset of participants, a sensitivity analysis was
conducted. Three random samples of equal size to the bias
subset were drawn from the larger sample and compared.
2.2.2. Test–retest reliability
Participants in stage 2 of study 2 were required to complete the
PPIQ on the same day and at the same time of day once per week
for 3 consecutive weeks. Intraclass correlations were used to
assess the test–retest reliability of the PPIQ over the 3 weeks.
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Table 1

3.1. Study 1: development of the Pelvic Pain
Impact Questionnaire

The diagnostic categories of women participating in the 3
separate studies.

Four hundred forty-three women volunteered to take part in the eDelphi
study. Fifty-four were excluded because they reported no pelvic pain.
After the first round of the eDelphi, 25 prominent aspects of life
that participants judged as being impacted by their pelvic pain
were identified (Appendix 4, available online at http://links.lww.
com/PAIN/A367). One hundred thirty-three participants from
round 1 agreed to participate in round 2, and of these, 79 agreed
to participate in round 3.
Over rounds 2 and 3, intimacy, mood, sleep, and physical
activity were the most commonly and fully endorsed aspects. No
participants in either round designated all 100 points to “My pelvic
pain does not affect any of these aspects of my life”; that is, all
participants responded that their pelvic pain impacted at least 1
aspect of their life–none reported “zero impact”. The average
scores of each of the 25 aspects across rounds 2 and 3 were
calculated, and the 10 most endorsed aspects were identified.
These 10 aspects captured over 73% of the total available points in
the last 2 rounds of the eDelphi and were used to form the PPIQ.
However, 2 of the questions were deemed to be potentially relevant
to only a subset of responders; question 9 (“During your last period,
how much did your pelvic pain affect your ability to use tampons?”)
and 10 (“In the past month, how much has your pelvic pain affected
your levels of intimacy or sexual relationships?”) were included as
supplementary questions that did not contribute to the overall PPIQ
score. In summary, the PPIQ contained 8 summative questions
(with a possible total score of 32) and 2 supplementary questions
(Appendix 5, available online at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/A368).

Diagnosis

3.2. Study 2: psychometric properties of the Pelvic Pain
Impact Questionnaire
3.2.1. Rasch analysis
One thousand two hundred three women (mean age 33.1 6 8.6
years) completed the PPIQ (Table 1). Most women (56%)
reported their pelvic pain to have a duration of longer than 10
years. Forty-three (4%) participants registered a maximum score
(32) and 21 (2%) registered a minimum score (0) on the PPIQ
suggesting negligible ceiling and floor effects of the scale. Data for
these participants were excluded from the analysis because
extreme scores correspond to infinite measures and are not
directly estimable using the Rasch process. Full data from 1139
participants were included in the Rasch analysis.
The targeting of the PPIQ to the sample is shown in personquestion distribution map in Figure 1, and the average question
endorsability thresholds are listed in Table 2. The distribution map
indicates that the sample was slightly loaded toward higher levels of
impact in comparison with the average question thresholds. The
average participant level of impact was 0.84 (1.39) logits (range: 2
3.71 to 23.90 logits), in comparison with the default question impact
level average of 0 (0.53) logits (range: 20.73 to 21.13 logits).
Question 1 (In the past month, how much has your pelvic pain
affected your energy levels?) was the easiest to endorse (ie,
responses were toward the “A great deal” Likert anchor) and
question 5 (In the past month, how much has your pelvic pain affected
your ability to sit for longer than 20 minutes?) was the most difficult to
endorse (ie, responses were toward the “Not at all” Likert anchor).
The average category thresholds were not disordered suggesting the Likert categories functioned as intended and that the
participants were able to discriminate between each category.

Percentage of participants, n (%)
eDelphi study Rasch study Reliability study

Endometriosis

76 (28)

995 (83)

Dysmenorrhoea

58 (21)

12 (1)

12 (46)
7 (27)

Tight pelvic floor

74 (27)

17 (1)

7 (27)

Vulvodynia

40 (15)

33 (3)

6 (23)

Ovarian cysts

36 (13)

25 (2)

6 (23)

Interstitial cystitis

22 (8)

10 (1)

4 (15)

Painful ovulation

29 (11)

2 (0.2)

4 (15)

Pudendal neuralgia

35 (13)

11 (1)

4 (15)

Vestibulodynia

24 (9)

3 (0.2)

4 (15)

5 (2)

0

3 (12)

Candida (thrush)

12 (4)

0

3 (12)

Adenomyosis

18 (7)

11 (1)

2 (8)

Other

98 (36)

68 (6)

5 (19)

16 (1)

3 (12)

Pelvic congestion syndrome

No diagnosis

—

Women participating in the eDelphi and Reliability studies could select more than 1 diagnosis; therefore, total
percentage does not equal 100. However, in the Rasch study, participants were required to provide a primary
diagnosis, and any secondary diagnoses (not listed here).

Table 2 summarises the fit statistics for the 8 questions. Three
questions demonstrated excessive fit statistics. Question 8 (“In
the past month, how much has your pelvic pain affected your
ability to wear certain clothes?”) showed slightly excessive
positive infit and outfit indicating a potential threat to the validity
of the scale. Analysis of the question characteristic curves for
question 8 suggested that the slight misfit was due to a small
number of participants who had low scores overall and had
scored this question higher. Although not a threat to validity,
question 1 (“In the past month, how much has your pelvic pain
affected your energy levels?”) and question 6 (“In the past month,
how much has your pelvic pain affected your ability to perform
and function normally at home/work/school/university?”) showed
slightly excessive negative infit and outfit, meaning they
performed better than the model predicted.
Visual inspection of the principal components analysis of
residuals correlation matrix revealed no meaningful patterns
and a second dimension eigenvalue of 1.7, suggesting the
PPIQ constitutes a unidimensional scale.32 Assessment of
local dependence did not identify any large correlations
between questions suggesting none of the questions are
redundant.
Eighty-seven participants (7%) displayed excessive fit statistics
(.2 logits). Analysis of these data showed no significant
associations with age but an association with diagnosis and
duration. Because of the nature of the sample, participants were
grouped according to their diagnosis as endometriosis, vulvodynia, or “other,” encompassing all other pelvic pain diagnoses.
There were more participants in the misfitting group reporting
pelvic pain for less than 12 months and were diagnosed as having
vulvodynia or “other” than the remainder of the same. Visual
analysis of the response strings of the misfitting participants
typically identified persons with high scores overall but low scores
on 1 or 2 individual questions. Less commonly, persons with low
scores overall scored high on individual questions.
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those who had experienced pelvic pain for greater than 12
months (n 5 1103).
3.2.2. Test–retest reliability

Figure 1. Person-item distribution map for the Pelvic Pain Impact Questionnaire. Persons less affected by pelvic pain and items easier to endorse are
located on the left side of the logit scale (ie, ,0 logits); Persons more affected
by pelvic pain and items harder to endorse are located to the right of the logit
scale (ie, .0 logits). Average item endorsability mean is set at 0 logits by
default.

A person reliability of 0.87 indicated that the PPIQ is suitable for
individual use39; however, diagnosis appears to bias the response to some questions. Participants with vulvodynia (n 5 36)
found it significantly easier to endorse question 2 (“In the past
month, how much has your pelvic pain affected your mood?”), 5
(“In the past month, how much has your pelvic pain affected your
ability to sit for longer than 20 minutes?”), and 8 (“In the past
month, how much has your pelvic pain affected your ability to
wear certain clothes?”) than those with endometriosis (n 5 995).
Participants with vulvodynia also found it significantly harder to
endorse question 1 (“In the past month, how much has your
pelvic pain affected your energy levels?”), 3 (“In the past month,
how much has your pelvic pain affected your sleep?”), and 4 (“In
the past month, how much has your pelvic pain affected your
stomach and intestinal function?”) than those with endometriosis
(Fig. 2). A sensitivity analysis was conducted and these findings
were replicated in the smaller samples, supporting the original
finding (Fig. 2). No significant differences were observed between
those with endometriosis and “other” pelvic pain–related
conditions (n 5 172).
In addition, no significant differences were observed between
younger (n 5 763) and older (n 5 440) persons. Neither were
significant differences observed between those participants who
had experienced pelvic pain for less than 12 months (n 5 36) and
Table 2

The average question endorsability thresholds for each item.
Item

Measure, Logits

SE

Score

Infit, mnsq

Outfit, mnsq

5

1.13

0.04

2247

1.3

1.3

3

0.28

0.04

2912

0.9

0.9

8

0.22

0.04

2956

1.4

1.5

6

20.05

0.04

3154

0.6

0.6

7

20.15

0.04

3228

0.9

0.9

4

20.27

0.04

3311

1.3

1.4

2

20.43

0.04

3416

0.8

0.8

1

20.73

0.04

3604

0.6

0.6

Items are listed from most difficult to endorse (highest measure) to easiest to endorse (lowest measure).
mnsq, mean square. Mean square fit statistics .1.4 or ,0.6 were deemed to underfit or overfit the Rasch
model respectively (see Appendix 1).

Twenty-six women (mean age 32.8 6 10.5 years) completed the
PPIQ 3 times (Table 1). Participants reported that the PPIQ took
approximately 5 minutes to complete. Although every attempt was
made to ensure participants completed the PPIQ exactly 7 days
apart, 1 participant completed the PPIQ the second time 14 days
after completing it the first time. The remainder completed the PPIQ
between 7 and 9 days after the last completion. Test–retest
reliability at each of the time points was good (intraclass correlation
coefficient 0.87–0.94), and the overall test–retest reliability was also
good (intraclass correlation coefficient 0.91; confidence interval:
0.83–0.96; P , 0.001; Fig. 3).

4. Discussion
We aimed to develop and fully test a questionnaire for assessing
the impact of pelvic pain, prioritising the patient’s perspective on
impact rather than the clinician or researcher’s, the questionnaire’s ease of use and scoring, and agreeability for patients. The
resultant PPIQ (Appendix 5, available online at http://links.lww.
com/PAIN/A368) consists of 8 Likert scale questions, with an
additional 2 supplementary questions. The 8 questions can be
converted to a score from 0 to 4 and summed to provide a total
“impact score” with a range of 0 to 32. The questionnaire is
suitable for both individual and group use. There are 2 questions
that are exempt from scoring on the questionnaire. Question 9,
regarding the use of tampons, is excluded from the tallied score
because it only applies to the subgroup of women with pelvic pain
who use tampons (Rasch analysis showed .35% missing data
on this item). Hormone use, menopause, pregnancy, hysterectomy, amenorrhea (such as that seen in high-end athletes),26
religious, medical, or ideological reasons are all potential
explanations for not using tampons. Question 9 is therefore
considered an “if applicable” question. Question 10, regarding
sexual relationships and intimacy, is excluded from the tallied
score because it did not function similarly to the other questions.
This would occur if enough participants did not answer the
question truthfully. There was also much (.10%) missing data on
this question, probably because some participants were not
sexually active, making this question redundant, or were reluctant
to discuss the impact of their pelvic pain on their sexual
relationships. Again, this question has been removed from the
tallied portion of the PPIQ and added as an “if applicable”
question at the end of the questionnaire.
Our study shows that the PPIQ is suitable for use across
varying types of pelvic pain and that not all women respond to the
questions in the same manner. Secondary analyses revealed that
women who reported suffering from only vulvodynia found it
harder to endorse the questions regarding their sleep and
stomach/intestinal function than women who reported only
suffering from endometriosis did. They also found it much easier
to endorse the question regarding their levels of sexual
relationships/intimacy and sitting for longer than 20 minutes than
women with endometriosis did. This is unsurprising given the
differences in presentation of the 2 conditions: the signs and
symptoms of vulvodynia are localised to the vulva and occur in
response to mechanical provocation. In contrast, endometriosis
involves the uterus and other organs within the pelvic and
abdominal cavities. Potential pathology-driven pain in endometriosis would not cease on lying down, which may explain why
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Figure 2. Item bias due to diagnosis. Part (A) compares the diagnoses across the sample (n 5 1203). Part (B) compares the item responses of respondents
diagnosed as having vulvodynia to 3 random samples (E1, E2, E3) of respondents diagnosed as having endometriosis (n 5 36 in each group). Negative
endorsability values indicate easier to endorse items and positive endorsability values indicate harder to endorse items.

those with endometriosis reported an impact of their pelvic pain
on sleeping. On the contrary, provocation of vulvodynia pain is
unlikely while in a horizontal position, meaning vulvodynia is less
likely to impact on sleep. The impact of vulvodynia-related pelvic
pain is more likely to involve activities that involve vulva pressure
or touch, such as during sexual relationships/intimacy and with
sitting for longer than 20 minutes. Previous tools suggest that
women with endometriosis do commonly report problems with
mobility,21 which does not differentiate between the act of sitting
down or standing up, and that of remaining in a seated position.
Our findings suggest that it is the actions of moving between
sitting and standing, rather than sitting per se, that is impacted in
women with endometriosis, but it is the act of remaining seated
the is impacted in women with vulvodynia. Of course, our findings
do not elucidate what it is about moving between sitting and
standing that is difficult—perhaps it relates to changes in intraabdominal pressure,33 movement of the pelvic and abdominal
organs, or contraction of pelvic and abdominal muscles—but
highlights that the problem does not lie in sitting itself.
Overall, women found it easiest to endorse the question
relating to their energy levels. Previous literature assessing energy
levels in women with endometriosis has found that this is
a commonly reported issue.4,13,37 The same issue faces those
with other chronic pain conditions, including low back pain,14
fibromyalgia,2 and osteoarthritis.42 Fatigue in chronic pain
conditions could be explained by several factors; some commonly purported factors include psychological impacts, disruptions to the immune system,9 and central sensitisation.29 Fatigue,
like pain, thirst, and hunger, can be conceptualised as “survival
perceptions” because they are powerful motivators of behaviour,41 and that fatigue and pain often occur together has led to
some proposals of a shared biology or neurological substrate.33
Of course, fatigue is likely when sleep is poor, and it is also

Figure 3. Results of the Reliability study over 3 weeks. The week-to-week
intraclass correlations are presented followed by the overall intraclass
correlation coefficient.

important to note that sleep disturbances were commonly
reported in our cohort.
This study had clear strengths. The PPIQ was developed using
a rigorous method with the consideration of patients-as-experts
on impact, a focus on utility for the patient and clinician, and the
substantial sample size for each study. Our approach has yielded
a questionnaire that is tailored to the specific concerns of the
population, is presented in their own language, and is highly
usable across busy and resource-limited settings. Moreover,
using a contemporary analytical approach—the Rasch—we have
a high level of confidence in its psychometric properties. That the
PPIQ is reliable (notwithstanding the debate that exists about the
interpretation of intra-class correlation coefficients)40 suggests it
should detect change in impact with, for example treatment. This
clearly needs to be tested in a fresh cohort. The PPIQ has
sufficient utility and meaning to guide subjective examination and
treatment–patient responses to individual questions may require
further exploration and thus help clinicians prioritise management
strategies. For example, if a patient reports that their ability to
sleep is impacted by their pelvic pain, a clinician could clarify what
it is about their sleep that is impacted (eg, getting to sleep, staying
asleep, duration of sleep, or quality of sleep) and provide
appropriate advice.
This study also has limitations. Participants were from many
countries around the world, but they were all English speaking
and had access to a computer and the internet, which reflects
cultural specificity–some questions may be less relevant to
women of other cultural and linguistic groups than they are to
the study population. Also relevant is the predominance of
women who reported a diagnosis of endometriosis. This is likely
to reflect the population—many women with pelvic pain have
received a diagnosis of endometriosis—but it also limits our ability
to compare PPIQ results between diagnostic groups or clusters.
The reported rates of endometriosis were highest in the Rasch
analysis study, in which women provided only their primary
diagnosis. In the other 2 studies, they had an option of selecting
any relevant diagnoses. This is again likely to reflect the higher
prevalence of endometriosis than of other pelvic pain conditions,
but it limits our ability to expand the Rasch analysis results to
women with multiple conditions, especially women who do not
necessarily have a single primary diagnosis. It is likely that these
women reporting endometriosis also have other pelvic pain
conditions20; but our findings suggest that many women do view
endometriosis as their primary diagnosis over other comorbid
pelvic pain conditions. Because of the high rates of endometriosis
and vulvodynia reported in these studies, it will be important for
future research to investigate the use of the PPIQ in women who
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have diagnoses other than endometriosis or vulvodynia. These
limitations notwithstanding, the PPIQ seems appropriate for
further investigations into the massive problem of pelvic pain in
women, for example, into its utility for detecting change in impact,
predicting outcome or response to treatment, and subgrouping
and modification for other languages and cultures. Given that
pelvic pain affects 10% to 16% of men,36 there is clear impetus to
develop a similar tool for use in men. There are clearly some items
that would not apply—for example, questions on tampon
use—but others may. Nonetheless, we would recommend
a process similar to ours—of prioritising the patient experience
in development–so as to ensure a valid capture of the highest
impact areas.
The PPIQ for women has high utility and excellent psychometric properties. It assesses the impact that pelvic pain has on
a woman’s life and is appropriate for use in clinical practice,
across primary, secondary, and tertiary care settings, and also in
research.
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